
Content management systems differentiate themselves by the different aspects of an experience
that can be managed and how those aspects can be managed. Management may be more or less
important for the various types of content you are trying to communicate to your various channels. 
When selecting a CMS, you want to be able to invest the time in controlling your high touch / high
value experiences and let the system take care of the rest.  
 
A system may offer multiple modes of managing these concerns and these modes can be grouped
together into four common authoring paradigms. Review the questions on the left to see if they align
with your needs, then review which paradigms on the right might be important to your organization.

REVIEW THE QUESTIONS TO SEE IF THEY ALIGN WITH YOUR NEEDS
AND IDENTIFY THE AUTHORING PARADIGM THAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU.
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CONSIDER THIS:

STRUCTURED
CONTENT-TYPED

TEMPLATES

STRUCTURED
CONTENT-
FLEXIBLE

PRESENTATION

FLEXIBLE IN-
CONTEXT
CONTENT

Does the content have a
standard schema? Y Y N

Is the content
presented consistently?

Will the presentation of the
content change often?

Is a high volume of this
content type produced?

Is content of this type
produced often?

Is the audience and
intended purpose of the
content valuable?

Y N N

N Y Y

Y N N

N Y Y

Y N N



A key differentiator between content management platforms is how much ownership the platform
intends for you to take and whether the level of ownership aligns with your capability and plan.  This
will help you evaluate whether having all enterprise features “out of the box” is important or
whether it is acceptable - or even strategically valuable - to be able to follow a common approach,
pull in a community module, or take full ownership of particular concerns. 
 
Consider the following questions which will help you identify the level of ownership you are ready
for and if it's of value to you.

REVIEW THE QUESTIONS TO SEE IF THEY ALIGN WITH YOUR NEEDS
AND IDENTIFY THE AUTHORING PARADIGM THAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU.
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CONSIDER THIS:
HIGH 

OWNERSHIP
LOW 

OWNERSHIP

Do you have or plan to have an internal
development team or long-term partner
dedicated to content and Experience
Management solution development?

Y N

Do you have or plan to have an internal DevOps
team able to maintain your content and
Experience Management solution?

Do you plan to contribute to the content and
Experience Management community relevant to
your platform of choice (for example,
contributing to open source modules or
informational forums)?

Is your current or desired web presence an
application more than a web site?

Y N

Y N

Y N

Avionos designs and implements digital commerce and marketing solutions that
deliver measurable business outcomes for clients like Kellogg’s, Sysco, JLL and CSA
Group. Our iterative approach quickly unlocks new revenue, transforms customer
experiences and drives customer engagement. Learn more at:
https://www.avionos.com.


